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0. Intro

What’s that „Hungary”?





The „Conquest of the Homeland”

(Denotation as an intristic conflict)

See also: „individual”



Roman times Province Pannonia – on the Limes



Medieval times – short Golden Age



On the edge of the Ottoman Empire



Within the Austrian Empire



Post WW I trauma – the small Hungary



Post WW II trauma – behind the Iron Curtain



On the Limes again – within the EU



1. General framework

What is a „society”?



The modell of a society of sensible beings
(might as well a society of humans)
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The modell of a society of sensible being  No2

(might as well a society of humans)
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The totalitarian modell of a society (of sensible beings)

(as far as we know: various societies of humans)
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The totalitarian modell of a society (of sensible beings No2)

(as far as we know: various societies of humans)
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How does totalitarian rule influence communities?

„normal” totalitarian



tyranny permeates

all manners and all states,

its omnipresent eyes more steady

than those of old Nobodaddy,

there's tyranny

in the nursery

in father's advice, in his guile,

in your mother's smile

in the child's answer

to the perfect stranger;

in tyranny's domain

you are the link in the chain,

you stink of him through and through,

the tyranny IS you; 

(A Sentence About Tyranny by Gyula Illyes,1950, transl. 

By George Szirtes)



A tradition of living under oppression for centuries:

- writers, artists take the role of leaders

looked upon as prophets

(metaphors, allegories, symbolism,

„reading between the lines”



The age of „existing socialism”

(after 1956):

So called „goulash communism”

Literature: Miklós Haraszti: The Aesthetics of 

Censorship,1986

Denoted as „peoples’ democracy”

Love it or leave it situation

Artist as „civil servants” (!)



2. Methodology



Where to find notions, intentions and opinions and

space for expression?

opportunities of free creative activities were limited

- „professional” artists entered compromise

- free expression in the „amateur art” sector:

in community cultural houses

(more than 2800 in Hungary in the 1970ies)



Social research:

-true research work made impossible or destorted

- data unavailable

Methods of anarchist philosophy: „anything goes”

Literature: Feyerabend: Against Method

Introducing

- a new indicator: the nonhistorical facts

- a typology of cultures



3. Findings

1987-1989:

-socio-political changes

- economic crisis



1989: conflicting political notions

The Hungarian notion:

a nation state

The expectation of the West:

globalization



4. Facts and processes

1989-2009

Phase 1

creation of a multiparty democracy

management of a USD 26 billion debt

Moral crisis No 1: the taxi blockade

But what to do with the cake?



What is the cake?

- free medical care for all (Nat. Health Fund)

- free schooling for all

- state guaranteed pension for all (Nat. Pension Fund

-Subsidized arts and culture available for all (Nat. Cult. Fund



- a process of deregulation

- a process of de-centralization

-Community cultural houses at risk

-The liberal, the socialist and some non-popular views

on their future

The process of re-regulation: Law CXL of 1997



Phase 2

Moral crisis No 2:  1996 the „Tocsik – scandal”

Consquence:

a re-centralization process

centrally sponzored cultural projects

(National Theatre, Millenium statues)

„official artists” vs. „oppositional artists”

„official media” vs. „oppositional media”

Moral crisis No 3 : the case of „Kaya Ibrahim”



Phase No 3:

Restoration: a transition into tha past

The oppositional notions find their

common cultural channels and methodology

European Union subsidies are centrally channelled

the return af the paternalist tradition

Example: the National Civil Fund is run within the

Prime Minister’s Office



Local resources are scarce:

Economy 95 % multinational

Energy 90% imported

Families: 57% of income from state subsidies



5. Outcome

- re-embedded communities

- re-centralized politics

- redistributive economy

- What happened to the social structure?

a society of sand



Communities in opposition of the central power again

What is expected?

a growing distrust in central politics

growing speech out of political correctness



Thank you for your attention!

sandor.striker@ppk.elte.hu


